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With over 25 years of experience, The Peed Company, Inc. is the premier partner in nutrient 

and chemical application.  Application through high quality H.E. Anderson injection systems 

and using current scientific practices that ensure precise amounts of nutrients and other 

amendments are provided, promotes quality growth and plant health.  Fertilizers, sanitizers, 

fungicides and many other liquid or water-soluble solutions are applied exclusively through 

injections to create an immediately available product the plant can take up.  Working 

alongside the grower, our mission is to achieve and maintain a common goal of producing a 

maximum crop yield on a consistent basis.    

 

Let The Peed Company, Inc. help you “Grow Excellence” today. 

 

 

 

  

SETH PEED, PRESIDENT 

MACON, GA 

478.365.4688 

SETH@THEPEEDCOMPANY.COM 

JOSH WHITE, SALES 

WAYCROSS, GA 

912.281.0873 

JOSH@THEPEEDCOMPANY.COM 

DAVID EDGE, SERVICE 

TIFTON, GA 

229.392.4827 

DAVID@THEPEEDCOMPANY.COM 

www.thepeedcompany.com 



 
www.thepeedcompany.com 

 Access to knowledgeable and willing 

representatives trained to help you 

succeed 

 Continued relationship and service 

after the sale 

 Develop a precise schedule to 

improve efficiency throughout the 

season 

 Opportunity to take advantage of 

The Peed Company’s exclusive offers 

and benefits 

 

 

 

Testimonials 

“The Peed Company is the kind of company you want to do business with! They have worked hard to gain a lot of experience and knowledge of 

the blueberry industry over the years.” Alex Cornelius, Cornelius Farms, Manor, GA 

“Since injecting with The Peed Company, my crop has been delivered on time every year. They are always learning and bringing new ideas to 

help me succeed. They are truthful and have never sold me anything I did not need. That is why I continue to work with The Peed Company.”      

–George Hughes, Hughes Berries Co., Homerville, GA 

 “The Peed Company is more than just a service provider. These guys really care about the success of your farm. From fertigation installation to 

consulting, they really are a great company to partner with. We are grateful to have them as part of our team!”            

–Michael Thomas, Thomas Family Farms, Blackshear, GA 

“The Peed Company is a good company to work with. Their injection equipment is a quality product that is consistent and accurate. They always 

have us ready for the growing season, then help us prepare our equipment for the off-season too. They are always there when we need them!   

–Johnny Allen, Allen Farms, Alma, GA  

FEATURES 

BENEFITS 

 Ability to control water pH 

 Capability to dose specific amounts 

of nutrients and chemicals and keep 

them in the root zone 

 Flow based injection with 

proportional application regardless 

of zone size 

 Ability to apply products in various 

weather conditions 


